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Summary

More than anything, Mary Lennox fears becoming the same vain, selfish, empty-headed creature as her mother. To prevent this, she runs away from her school in London to join the war effort. As she learns painful lessons through the war, her thoughts linger on her two boys: Colin at school in London and Dickon called up to serve in the war himself, and her secret garden. Life can be cruel and harsh during war, but sometimes it can also give us exactly what we want most.

Notes

I’ve had this idea in my head for a while now. I have 7 chapters fully or partially written and the rest in my head so I know how it ends and how I’m going to get there, but it may take me some time. For now my Merlin story is still my priority when I have time to write, but I’ll work this in when I can.

I own nothing because I am not as awesome as Frances Hodgson Burnett
Dear Uncle Archie and Colin,

I am sorry to have to do this to the two of you. You know I love you both very much, you are my only family and you gave me the only loving home I have ever known. I greatly regret that what I am about to do will hurt you both, but I must follow my own path.

I am going to join the war effort. I can no longer sit by and study deportment and art and pretend that there is not a greater world out there. The Glittering world of society that you keep pushing me to accept will never make me happy. I want to be of use to the world, not just be another pretty face in a new gown.

I will write to you when I can, but for obvious reasons I cannot give you an address to write to me. I am so sorry to grieve you, please try not to worry overly, I will be as safe as I can be. I feel this is something I must do, please try to understand.

I love you both,
Mary Lennox

And so Mary Lennox left behind the London she despised and the moors she loved to serve in the war effort. As she had excelled at studying French in school she was able to convince the young secretary at the Red Cross office that she was a French orphan who had been sent to London before the war to study. She lied about her age and gave her name as Marie Girard. The Great War had been going on for more than two years by that time and those in the medical field were in great need. Mary was accepted into the Red Cross as a Nurses Aid without any questions about her background and was quickly sent out for the minimal training she would be given before being sent to a medical facility.
Another Day Done

Mary tried to roll the tension out of her shoulders as she finished another shift. She was tired and had seen things now that would haunt her forever, but she had never regretted her decision to run away and join the Red Cross nurses. Whenever she became overwhelmed by the suffering around her she would distract herself with memories. Sometimes she thought of her time in London, the tedious balls, the shallow gossip of the other girls, the arrogance of the upperclass boys living off of their names. Remembering her disgust with that life reaffirmed her decision to find a true purpose in her own life and not just become what her mother had been; a beautiful refined creature too selfish with thoughts of balls and dresses to care about her only child.

Other times she simply remembered the secret garden and her happy times there with Dickon and Colin. When she was surrounded by the smells of blood and disinfectants it was difficult to recall the scent of the roses in bloom and the moist soil as she weeded. Although the scents were a vague memory now, she could still clearly see the garden in her mind. The ivy covered walls, the lilies and roses, the purple crocuses that signaled the arrival of spring, the old swing swaying in the breeze. Yes, she could envision it all, even the three children who had filled its walls with laughter. Oh, how she missed them.

Thoughts of her two boys always brought tears to her eyes, although she would never let them fall. She had made her decision and she would not regret it. Still, she wished there was a way to talk to them both, she longed to know how they were doing.

She and Colin had been at different schools in London, but they had always found time to get together and the two were more like brother and sister than cousins. Mary knew it had hurt Colin dreadfully when she had disappeared, still she knew he would understand her need to act and not just become another society girl. He had his schooling and his father to keep him in place. While Mary enjoyed reading and learning, she had never liked school and the restrictions that came with it. Proper education for a girl was so much more confining than the choices offered to the boys. Colin loved school and would surely continue on to a university and someday inherit his father's title and all that came with it. She knew he would use it all for the good of those around him, he would have the means to act in the manner he wished. Mary thought of her own inheritance in trust in a London bank and knew that she was able to do so much more good out here on the lines than if she had stayed and did what proper young ladies were expected to do; namely marry a rich young man and maybe support a charity or two with the occasional fundraiser.

The sight of another soldier being carried in the doors as she walked out to go to her room made her think of her other boy. Dickon, sweet happy Dickon. She sighed. It was impossible to lie to herself that thoughts of Dickon had not influenced her decision to be here. She had been informed when he had been called up but had not been able to return to Misselthwaite in time to see him again. Her heart ached at the thought of Dickon lying in the trenches feeling so far away from the moon he loved. He would be brave and strong she knew, but she wondered if his sweet heart would survive this kind of constant attack. She loved him, she had loved him since he was ten, before she even knew what love was. When she had been sent away to school she had been sad to leave the garden and the moor, but she had known she would see him again, that they would still be there when she came back. She had been terrified of leaving Dickon because there was no guarantee that he would be. At thirteen she had just been starting to understand that the love she felt for Dickon was not like the love she felt for her uncle or her cousin. She had been vaguely aware that her leaving for school meant nothing would ever be the same between them.

The time she returned she would be seventeen and he would be nineteen, no longer carefree children. She would be expected to be a proper young lady and find a husband and he may have already found a country girl to love and raise a family with. She could never begrudge him this happiness if he had found it, but she knew her own heart would never move on. She had met no men in society to compare to him; his honesty, his compassion, his cheerfulness had been the ideal she would hold all other men to.

“How was the ward tonight?” her friend Becky asked as she entered their dorm room.

“Et va quiet”, she answered with a smile. Nine months into her time her Marie persona was so ingrained now that she didn't even have to think about answering with the correct French accent, it just happened automatically. Still afraid that Colin or her uncle would be trying to find her and drag her home she had decided to just keep the name and accent that she had used to enlist. Sometimes she amused herself by imagining everyone's reactions if she suddenly started speaking Yorkshire instead of French. Ah well, at least her forced time in school had given her the means to escape detection as Mary Lennox. Although she doubted that this was the type of trip to France her teacher had expected the lessons to be used for.

The thought made Mary smile as she slipped into her cold narrow bed. A few hours of sleep and then she would be back on the ward.
Dickon regained consciousness slowly, gradually becoming aware that the sounds around him were not the sounds of the trench that he had been used to for so long now. He could hear low voices and soft moans of pain, not the crash of mortar and the echo of screams that he last remembered. He felt fuzzy and lost, where was he exactly? Recognizing that he was close to panic, he forced himself to take several deep breaths and keep still.

He tried to open his eyes to view his surroundings and found that he couldn’t push them open, the world was completely dark. This revelation led to another round of mental panic, but again after a few minutes he was able to gain control of himself. If he couldn’t use his eyes he would simply have to use his other senses.

Dickon took another deep breath and focused on the scents the breath brought to him. He could smell alcohol and antiseptic, blood and death. The two were familiar scents from the trenches, but he didn’t smell the muddy earth and smoke from mortar and artillery.

He moved his fingers slightly and felt a coarse material under them and recognized that he was lying down on something semi soft, so a blanket and bed maybe. Gaining confidence he continued to move his hands over his body, carefully noticing bandages and twinges of pain that hinted at multiple injuries. Finally he let his hands move up to his eyes and found them covered in thick gauze pads, he let out a relieved sigh. At least he knew why he couldn’t see or open his eyes right now, he had sustained some kind of injury to his face and eyes. The fear that he might be truly blinded was still with him, but there was hope now that it was only temporary.

Dickon let himself relax, so he was injured but had been treated and … he must be in one of the makeshift hospitals that hovered near the front lines.

Footsteps approached and he heard a reassuringly clipped English tone address him.

“So Private, awake at last.”

“Yes, ma’am,” was his hesitant reply.

He listened intently as she gave him a run-down of his injuries while checking his bandages.

“The doctor’s aren’t positive yet how bad the damage is to your eyes, but everything else is healing fairly well. We will check your eyes in a few days and if you can see at that time then eventually you’ll be sent to the recovery ward.”

Dickon flinched at the casual way the nurse spoke of the uncertainty of his ever seeing again. As she walked away he lost himself in the memories of the beautiful sights of life that he might never see again.

A few days later his body was starting to feel better, his injuries were healing and he was more rested than he had been any time in recent memory. The doctor had chosen not to check his eyes yet, wanting them to have a few more days without any stress, but Dickon felt he was starting to adjust to only using his other senses to know what was going on around him.

He mostly ignored the talk of the other recuperating soldiers surrounding him, choosing to live in his memories and thoughts for now, they were a happier place than anything else around him. Still, it wasn’t always possible to block out the sounds of pain and death and his new bed neighbor was quite a loud complainer.

“Ain’t this ward quiet,” the boy began his next rant of the day.

“I wouldn’t know,” Dickon answered. “Tis the only one I’ve been in.”

“I just came to this one after I needed another surgery, before I was in the upper ward and boy did we have a good time there, this one seems too depressing to me. I know this is where we’re supposed to recover and all before we’re well enough to move up, but I gotta say it’s too dull here to push a man to get better.”

Dickon made a noncommittal sound, doubting it was very different between any of the wards, all full of soldiers injured in body, mind and soul and just waiting to be well enough to be sent back to the trenches or waiting to die.

“And the nurses on this ward,” the boy continued, “they can’t compare to the angel up there.”

“Oh, you’d be talking about Marie,” another soldier commented from across from Dickon.

Dickon cocked his head in curiosity, he hadn’t heard any mention of a Marie before, but then he had to admit that he barely noticed the nurses at all, too lost in his own thoughts and memories.

“You’ve seen her too then?”

“Aye, little French girl that was educated in London. She’s a beauty all right, I think almost every man that comes thru that ward has proposed marriage to her.”

Dickon drifted back out of the conversation, there was only one girl that he thought of anymore. Mary Lennox would be a beautiful young woman now he knew. He tried to imagine what she would look like, but the picture in his head was still the energetic 13 year old that he had last seen before she was sent to London for school. Golden hair gleamed in the summer sun as they worked together in the garden that last week before she left. He remembered the hot tears she had cried when she found out that she was to be sent away and her plea to Dickon that he would care for their garden while she was gone. It had been that last week together in the garden when Dickon had realized that he loved her. The knowledge of her departure had shaken him more than he could understand; but watching her kiss her roses goodbye with tears falling from her light-colored eyes, her light curls brushing against the flowers as she leaned over them, he finally knew. He understood then why her leaving was so different for him than Colin’s had been the previous year. He loved her, her sweetness, her fire, her overwhelming passion to hold onto and protect what she loved. He loved her with all the innocence of a young love and he had faithfully kept his promise to care for the garden until the day he had left to go to France.

He realized that she would be seventeen now and done with her education. Even now she might be back at Misselthwaite and would see that he had broken his promise, the garden had been left alone for over a year now and that broken promise was just another hurt to add to his time in the trenches. She would not blame him of course, but still he felt he had let her down.
Another day passed filled with anxious thoughts and more prodding by the nurses and doctor. With a resigned sigh Dickon sat himself up in his bed and waited for the latest report from the nurse on how his healing was progressing. The doctor had checked his eyes and then replaced the gauze over them. He had looked under all of the bandages and had seen no sign of infection and so everything was cleaned and rewrapped and the doctor had given the nurse his notes before moving on the next patient.

“You’re recovery is progressing nicely Private,” the nurse informed him. “Your arm is setting properly and the gashes from the shrapnel are not infected and are almost fully healed. The Doctor thinks you should be able to start taking the bandage over your eyes off for a several hours a day in a few days to slowly let them readjust to the light. I would think that you will be moved to the upper ward by next week.”

He nodded to her and heard her move on to the next bed. He revelled at the thought of being able to take the bandages off finally and was more grateful than he knew how to express that his eyes were not permanently damaged. When he had first realized he couldn’t see after the explosion his thoughts had been on the sights he would never be able to see again, namely his beloved moors and the garden in summer. And, he admitted to himself, the sight of Mary. If he lived through this he had always expected that he would at least be able to see her again. He couldn’t know how she had changed over the years, maybe she wouldn’t want to see a poor moor boy anymore or maybe she would be on the arm of some rich lord, but at least he would be able to see the woman she had become.

He had no delusions that that would be happening any time soon. If the doctors thought he could be healed up in less than two months he would be treated and sent back out to the trenches. Only more serious injuries that warranted months or years of healing were enough to send a soldier home now that the war had been dragging on for over three years.

The sound of excited hellos called him back to the ward. He could hear a number of the injured men calling out to someone that must have just entered.

“Marie, I’ve missed you so.”
“Marie, over here, do you remember me?”
“Marie, how about a game of chess?”
“Marie, are they moving you up here or are you just visiting?”
“Marie, Bobby told me all about you and I’m thrilled to finally meet you.”

Dickon heard a beautiful voice with a French accent answer all of the calls as she moved around the room. “Ah, so this is the lovely Marie that I keep hearing of” Dickon thought with a chuckle. He was able to pinpoint where she was in the room by the excited voices that seemed to follow her. He leaned back in his bed already drifting back to his dreams when he heard one soldier tell her that he was thinking of coming up with new symptoms for the doctor so that he would never have to leave her.

The girl laughed in response, a pure sparkling sound that had Dickon jolting upright with a gasp. Before he could register a conscious thought he heard the doctor calling imperiously for the aide and her accented answer moving further away.

“It couldna be,” he moaned to himself. “She’s na here, she’s a proper English lady now, not some French nurses aid.” He continued to explain to himself that he hadn’t heard what he thought he had, that it was just a foolish reaction because of his daydreams. It was just that he wanted to hear the sound so badly that he made himself imagine it. Yes, that must be it; that was the only reasonable explanation because otherwise he would not have just heard Miss Mary’s laugh.
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"Are you ready to go Marie?" Becky asked.

"Oui!" Marie replied as she stuck a final pin into her simple twist to hold it in place for the shift ahead of her.

The two girls chattered casually as they walked over to the makeshift hospital. Mary had found a good friend in Becky and often wondered if she should tell the other girl the truth about who she was.

"The line hasn't moved in weeks," Becky said as she looked over the hills to where they both knew the front line was located several miles away.

"Oui, sakes goodness. everytime sey attempt it we have so many more soldiers to tend."

"I know," Becky nodded. "And they run the risk of losing the line and being forced back again. It frightens me so when the line gets closer to us. Remember the sound of the explosions last time? I was terrified the hospital would be blown up around us as we worked."

Mary didn't respond, her eyes scanned the horizon as well and was grateful that things seemed calm for the moment. There was no denying that she was just as afraid of the fighting spilling into the hospital as everyone else, but she was determined to be brave and stand her ground if need be.

Her and Becky hurried into their ward and began their duties for the day. Mary spent the next hours assisting in cleaning out wounds, delivering food, and generally doing whatever she could to help the wounded soldiers heal in body and mind. She read them books, told stories, sang, helped them write letters, played chess or cards, soothed and encouraged in any way she could.

At the end of her shift she was holding an older soldier's hand as she hummed softly to help him fall asleep. Out of the comer of her eyes she saw a nurse lead a new patient onto the ward and gasp around for one of the aids. Mary was just wondering if she should get up and help when she saw Amy from the next shift walk over and take the soldier and lead him to a bed. She went back to her soft humming until she was sure his breathing was steady and relaxed. She stood quietly and tried to roll out the tightness in her neck as she looked around to catch Becky's eyes, and motion to the clock. Becky noticed the time and nodded, they both began moving to the door, their shift done for the day.

Soldiers called good-bye as they left and Mary gave soft words of support to several as she passed them. She could see by the look in their eyes when she spent time with them that she was helping, was making the difference she had hoped she could some day, but it never seemed enough. These men, some of them truly only boys, were being broken down by this war and what it was making of them. They were forced to kill, forced to watch fellow soldiers die around them and often war imposter to see if this was the day they too would be killed. Viewing their strength, their determination to get well in order to go back to the lines to help friends that were still there, Mary felt humbled to play a part in their lives, however small it may be. She only wished she could do more.

"Oh, my arms ache," Becky muttered to Mary as they stepped out the door into the dusky evening.

Mary nodded her agreement, while her current shift had her on the recovery ward for those soon to be released instead of the surgery or the critical ward, there was still plenty of wounds to tend to and cleaning to be done along with helping the soldiers in all manners of ways. With a mental chuckle she tried to imagine the spoilt frail little girl she had been before Misselthwaite and the garden doing the work she did now. Or even better, one of the pretty insipid society creatures she had gone to school with, that image was so funny she nearly laughed out loud. No matter how her body ached with the work she was doing, she was sure her breathing was steady and relaxed. She stood quietly and tried to roll out the tightness in her neck as she looked around to catch Becky’s eyes, and motion to the clock. Becky noticed the time and nodded, they both began moving to the door, their shift done for the day.

"Wha was that smirk for, I'd like to know?" Becky teased Mary, having seen the silent laugh she had tried to hide.

"I was just imagining the delicate society girls of London trying a shift at the hospital," Marie answered, giggling at the thought again.

Becky joined in with the laughter. "Aye, that would be a sight for sure. We'd be kept busy catching the poor frail creatures as they fainted at every sight of blood and not a thing would get done."

"It would do some of them some good, I think, to see what happens in the world outside of their drawing rooms." Marie replied, thinking of the many girls she had known who had no thought for anyone else's suffering or hardships.

"You simply can't expect much from ladies like that," Becky shrugged. "They weren't raised to do any actual work or endure any strain. Pretty little captive birds they are, with not a though in their heads as to what it takes us free birds to survive in the world."

Mary didn't respond, her eyes scanned the horizon as well and was grateful that things seemed calm for the moment. There was no denying that she was just as afraid of the fighting spilling into the hospital as everyone else, but she was determined to be brave and stand her ground if need be.

"Are you ready to go Marie?" Becky asked.

At the end of her shift she was holding an older soldier's hand as she hummed softly to help him fall asleep. Out of the corner of her eyes she saw a nurse lead a new patient onto the ward and gasp around for one of the aids. Mary was just wondering if she should get up and help when she saw Amy from the next shift walk over and take the soldier and lead him to a bed. She went back to her soft humming until she was sure his breathing was steady and relaxed. She stood quietly and tried to roll out the tightness in her neck as she looked around to catch Becky’s eyes, and motion to the clock. Becky noticed the time and nodded, they both began moving to the door, their shift done for the day.

"Oh, my arms ache," Becky muttered to Mary as they stepped out the door into the dusky evening.

Mary nodded her agreement, while her current shift had her on the recovery ward for those soon to be released instead of the surgery or the critical ward, there was still plenty of wounds to tend to and cleaning to be done along with helping the soldiers in all manners of ways. With a mental chuckle she tried to imagine the spoilt frail little girl she had been before Misselthwaite and the garden doing the work she did now. Or even better, one of the pretty insipid society creatures she had gone to school with, that image was so funny she nearly laughed out loud. No matter how her body ached with the work she was doing, she was sure her breathing was steady and relaxed. She stood quietly and tried to roll out the tightness in her neck as she looked around to catch Becky’s eyes, and motion to the clock. Becky noticed the time and nodded, they both began moving to the door, their shift done for the day.

"Wha was that smirk for, I'd like to know?" Becky teased Mary, having seen the silent laugh she had tried to hide.

"I was just imagining the delicate society girls of London trying a shift at the hospital," Marie answered, giggling at the thought again.

Becky joined in with the laughter. "Aye, that would be a sight for sure. We'd be kept busy catching the poor frail creatures as they fainted at every sight of blood and not a thing would get done."

"It would do some of them some good, I think, to see what happens in the world outside of their drawing rooms." Marie replied, thinking of the many girls she had known who had no thought for anyone else's suffering or hardships.

"You simply can't expect much from ladies like that," Becky shrugged. "They weren't raised to do any actual work or endure any strain. Pretty little captive birds they are, with not a though in their heads as to what it takes us free birds to survive in the world."

Mary glanced at Becky, impressed by both the thought and that Becky could see beyond the pretty little caption birds she had been before Misselthwaite and the garden doing the work she did now. Or even better, one of the pretty insipid society creatures she had known who had no thought for anyone else's suffering or hardships.
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a way to deflect the curiosity she could see brewing in Becky’s eyes. She supposed that she could simply tell her friend the truth and hope Becky would keep her secret. It would be far simpler than making up a back story to tell Becky and hope it didn’t contradict anything she may have said previously… and really, it might be nice to have someone to confide in finally and be herself with.

Before she could make a decision or Becky could ask any questions, the pair were interrupted by an older, weary looking woman. “Ah, Marie, there you are. I tried to catch you while you were still on shift, but I was told I had just missed you.”

“Yes, we were just heading back to the dormitory. Is there something you needed Mrs. Milner?” Marie questioned the head nurse.

“I was hoping you would be amenable to moving your shifts to the surgery for the next few days. We have had a number of wounded pouring in lately due to the latest troop offensive and the poor girls there are quite overwhelmed. I heard that you had done a commendable job the last time you were there and I need a good steady girl to help them out.”

“Oh, of course, Mrs. Milner,” Marie answered, pleased to have been noticed for her hard work. “I can report there first thing in the morning.”

“Thank you Marie… both of you,” the older woman turned tired but warm smiles on both girls. “I often feel as though having young ladies such as yourselves serving on the front lines is something nearly unforgivable of those of us in charge, but your help is sorely needed and never doubt that your work is greatly appreciated. We could not save nearly as many of our countrymen as we do without your sacrifice.” She gave them each another proud look and a gentle smile before she turned to head back to the hospital.

Becky and Mary watched the older woman leave before giving each other bashful grins at the praise they had received. Their previous discussion was forgotten in the glow of being given sincere compliments from a woman they both admired and respected.

“Well, I guess I better get a good night’s sleep to be ready for surgery tomorrow,” Marie commented as she turned back towards the make-shift dormitory.

“We’ll both need a restful night, you may have to be in the surgery, but I will have to break all those men’s hearts when they learn their precious Marie won’t be there to see them tomorrow,” Becky teased as they resumed their walk. “It’s really quite damaging to my self-esteem I’ll have you know, to see the disappointment in a soldier’s eyes when he sees me come to take care of him instead of you,” and she pouted dramatically at her friend.

Mary laughed with her and linked arms as they approached their building. She really had found a good friend in Becky.

Hello Bridget, what do we have here?” Dickon heard a soft voice ask from several steps in front of him. He did his best not to let his body tense at the unexpected sound, there were too many other noises around for him to have heard the light footsteps approaching and he truly disliked not being able to see what was coming his way.

The nurse who had been guiding him, squeezed his arm reassuringly as she answered the new voice. “This is Private Sowerby and he’ll be joining your ward today to have the bandages around his eyes taken off so he can finish his recuperation. Private this is Amy and she’ll remove your bandages and get you settled in.” She squeezed his arm again before passing his hand to Amy and then because he was listening for it, he could hear her footsteps walking away as she left.

“Well then Private, I’ve got an empty bed over here in the corner where it won’t be too bright for your eyes as they readjust to the light,” the new voice, Amy he supposed, said calmly as she gently led him across the ward.

Dickon blinked owlishly at a round-faced brunette as his eyes were uncovered and then he followed her instructions as she checked his injuries. After confirming that his eyes were tracking movement and that the light wasn’t causing any pain she left him to rest as he observed the new ward. As it was evening, most of the beds were filled with soldiers settling in for the night. The soldiers in this ward were nearly ready to head back to duty and so they were much more mobile and active than his previous room. There were small groups of men chatting or playing card games and the nurses and aides passed among them handing out medications or fresh bandages and generally doing their best to lift the men’s spirits.

Dickon sighed as he settled in against his pillow, he knew he would only need a few more days to recover enough to be sent back to the trenches. If only this blasted war would end. He could no longer see a future for himself outside of the blood and mud and sounds of death that haunted his dreams. Misselthwaite and his golden Mary seemed like a life that had belonged to someone else and he was starting to doubt that he would ever see either one again.
Hello to my wonderful readers. This is not another chapter, sorry to disappoint. For anyone interested I wanted to give a brief history of when this story is set as I did actually plan it with what was going on historically at the time, if that doesn’t interest you than by all means skip this and carry on when the next chapter comes up.

Frances Hodgson Burnett wrote “The Secret Garden” in 1910, although it was published in 1911. In the book Mary and Colin are 10 and Dickon is 12. For my story it is now 1916 and Mary and Colin are 16 and Dickon is 18, he would have been recruited for the war effort as soon as he was of age.

Great Britain declared war in August of 1914 and most thought the war would be over by Thanksgiving. Many months and thousands of deaths later it became very clear that the new modern warfare would be anything but short. By 1916, when I have set my story, the war has been going on for 2 years and the military is desperate for new recruits, taking boys as soon as they were of age and sending them with little or no training to the fronts.

In the previous chapter Mary mentions food rationing. The government began the rationing of food supplies as soon as the war started, however there really wasn’t a shortage of anything until 1916 when the unrestricted warfare of the German U-boats began causing true problems. The wealthy were able to purchase what they wanted on the black market, but the poor were quickly becoming undernourished. The government was able to add many essentials to the list of foods being rationed and true starvation for the masses was avoided although there were still many problems. In order to assist with the food shortages, around 3 million acres of green area was claimed by the government to be turned into farmland. This means that any garden space could be ordered to grow crops instead (hint for what may be happening at Misselthwaite) and as the men were gone it was primarily women who worked the land.

Mary joins the Voluntary Aid Detachment, a real group of mostly women who provided field nursing services. At the start of the war many of the VADs were women of the upper and middle classes and the military would not allow them on the front lines. Eventually the desperate need for more aid meant regulations were changed to allow women over the age of 23 and with a minimum of 3 months experience to serve overseas. These volunteers worked in the field hospitals, drove ambulances, cooked and offered any aid they could. There was a great deal of tension between the VAD and military nursing groups at the beginning of the war as the VADs often had little real training and many were critical of the military doctors and nurses. Eventually the VAD was worked into the command structures and their aides were given more training, leading to a better working relationship with military personnel and better care given to the wounded. Many of the women of the VAD served with distinction and several famous VAD nurses were Agatha Christie, Amelia Earhart, and Edith Bagnold (author of National Velvet).

I have placed the hospital Mary and Dickon are at in the middle of the Somme Offensive, near the river Somme in France. The Battle of the Somme was fought between July 1 and November 18th of 1916 in a constantly shifting trench war between French and English allies against the Germans. More than 1 million men were wounded or killed during the 5 month offensive, making it one of the bloodiest battles in human history. Although the combined British and French troops were able to move the front 6 miles into German territory, the action was criticized by the Churchill and others for failing to achieve the actual goals that had been set and for the high rate of casualties.
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A few days later, Dickon saw the sunrise one morning for the first time in three weeks. He had
stood in the narrow window of the makeshift ward and watched in rapt attention as the sky lit up
and the sunlight crept over the muddy ground. It wasn’t his beloved moor but he still felt the need
to just be outside again. He had talked to the aid on shift and she said that the soldiers in this ward
were not on restriction currently so if they wanted to step outside to the small green area they were
allowed. Dickon had quickly slipped out and had now spent most of the day sitting in the grass
and just breathing in the air and the sunlight. His thoughts, as usual, strayed to the secret garden
and to Colin and especially to Mary. Time flew as his mind wandered to happier times and it was
hours before he looked around him to see that several other wounded soldiers had come outside to
relax for a brief moment. Off to the side he could see a blonde head walking over to one of the
soldiers and he supposed someone else call out “Hello Marie.”

“Ah, her again,” he thought. He had not really seen her since coming in to the ward two days
ago. She had peeked her head in one morning to let the others know she wouldn’t be in with them
for a few days and from across the room his still healing eyes could only make out a blonde head.
He had heard some men complaining that she had needed to assist in the surgery for a couple of
days and so they had had to do without their favorite angel. He wasn’t sure if he wanted to
meet her or not, he had a feeling it might be painful. With her golden hair and that laugh that
reminded him so much of Mary he thought it might just make him more homesick to be around
her. She would be a reminder of the woman he loved but could never be with. He saw her making
her rounds to all the soldiers standing outside and could hear her laughing accent ringing across
the small area as she asked them questions and chatted with them. He decided that he just couldn’t
bear to be around this teasing glimpse of what he truly wanted and so turned to head inside.

Before he could reach the door he was stopped by a man named Michael that he had talked
with the day before. The two had spent time talking about their homes and Michael had been
interested in hearing about the moors and how peaceful it could be.

“Ah, Dickon,” he said limping over, “I’ve been thinking about what you told me yesterday. I
really think I might like to see it when this blasted war is over.”

“Tis the best place in the world,” Dickon answered with a smile, noticing out of the corner of
his eye that Marie was heading over to them as she walked to the door to go back inside.

“Aye, it sounds like it, so much cleaner and calmer than London. I think I’ll need that if I ever
got out of here.” Michael paused as he grinned at the girl who had obviously walked up behind
Dickon. “That is if the charming Marie will ever let me leave,” he winked at Dickon, “she keeps
changing my paperwork around so that the docs think I’m worse than I really am just so she can
keep me around longer.”

Dickon heard Marie laugh that laugh that both soothed and pained his soul and he resolved not
to turn around and see a face that wouldn’t be Mary’s. Michael stepped past him to give the aid a
smug grin and Dickon took a step closer to the door, wanting only to get away.

“What was that sound again,” Michael stopped him with a question, “That sound you said the
wind made over the moors?”

Dickon glanced behind him to answer Michael’s question when he heard a soft voice say,
“Wuthering.”

“What!” Michael’s gaze snapped to the girl standing between him and Dickon

“Over the moors, the wind wuthers.” She answered, sounding as if she wasn’t even aware that
she was speaking out loud.

“Right, that was it,” Michael grinned and turned and walked away.

Dickon was frozen to the spot, trying to think through her answer. “What would this French
girl who lived in London know about the moors? And why had she not sounded French when she
had answered.”

The girl in question gave her head a jerky shake as if she was trying to wake from a dream and
then turned and walked into Dickon whom she hadn’t realized was standing behind her.

His hands reached out and caught her arms as she stumbled and she glanced up with an
embarrassed smile. Time froze.

He looked at her for the first time and saw beautiful features clearly set in the lines of the
gentry, soft pink lips and sunny hazel eyes that spoke of an inner fire and will. His hands clenched
on her upper arms as if trying to make sure she didn’t simply disappear.

Her embarrassed smile slipped from her lips as she saw a handsome face with sky blue eyes,
soft rusty hair that had been cut too short to show its curl, and a wonderful wide mouth that looked
like it used to smile a lot. Even though he was thin and pale it was obvious that he had grown into
his features and she could imagine many women, country and proper, would blush with pleasure
at a glance from him. Even with all the changes, she knew him instantly. Her breath came in soft
shallow gasps and she felt as if her knees were going to collapse.

“Dickon,” she breathed in shock.

His hands clenched again when she said his name and he couldn’t think of anything coherent,
all he managed to get out was her name, “Mary.”

“Oh Dickon,” she cried and she broke free of his grip only to throw her arms around him. “Oh,
you’re alive, I’ve been so afraid. I’ve been out of contact with everyone for so long I was afraid I
would miss any news of you.” She broke off and hugged him tighter, “I’ve had such nightmares
about you… I just can’t believe… I was so afraid that…” She couldn’t seem to finish any one of
the thoughts fully but the desperation in her arms and her voice said it all.

Dickon himself was beyond words, he could only stand there and cling to the wonderful
those thoughts fully but the desperation in her arms and her voice said it all.

Dickon glanced around the ward and saw that everyone was too busy to even notice the
romance that was blossoming right under their noses.

Dickon was frozen to the spot, trying to think through her answer. “What would this French
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Dickon could only stand there dumbly, holding the weeping girl against his chest, still too shocked to react beyond a mindless consoling hug.

“Oh, Dickon,” Mary exclaimed pulling away from him slightly so that she could look him over, “You are alright aren’t you? You’ve been injured? But you’re recovering. How badly hurt are you?” she rambled without pause.

“Mary,” Dickon gasped again, desperately trying to make some sense of this sudden turn of events.

“Dickon?” Mary questioned in confusion, finally seeming to notice his inability to say anything more than her name.

The worry in her voice and the feel of her pulling further away to get a better look at him finally forced his brain back into functioning. His hands tightened on her to keep her near him even as he stammered his way through his first thought, “Mary, how are you here?”

“Oh,” she hesitated a moment before asking him quietly, “You haven’t heard from home? I can’t imagine Martha wouldn’t have told you about it if you had received any of her letters.”

“Getting letters to the front is difficult, it can take months and many never make it at all,” he answered, but her evasive answer was starting to make him suspicious. “Mary, how are you here?” he asked again.

The expression that crossed her face was somehow both sheepish and defiant at the same time.

“Well, I may have joined the Voluntary Aid Detachment,” she finally responded. “And it turns out I have a rather strong stomach and enough ‘foolish courage’ as one of the head nurses put it to recommend me to the front line hospitals,” she finished with a hopeful smile at him.

“But you’re supposed to be at school… in London…?” he stammered.

“Well, I did finish,” she stated. “And ahead of schedule too, it was really rather dull stuff in all honesty,” she ranted. “I mean how many times do we need to practice sitting perfectly and pouring tea gracefully? The history lessons were interesting, but they never went very in depth because as delicate flowers of womanhood we had no need to know the gristy details of history and politics and so we quickly moved on to more appropriate and gentle topics. I have never enjoyed poetry or novels really, I would have rather spent my time outside, and so I suppose I wasn’t much of scholar in that regard, although the science and mathematics lessons that Colin wrote to me about sounded much more interesting than my lessons. Although…” and here her face became sheepish again. “I suppose the French lessons definitely paid off.”

That statement jolted Dickon back to his senses. “Marie!” he exclaimed. “Everyone here calls you Marie! And you had a French accent. Why does everyone here think you are French?”

“I couldn’t very well give them my real name could I? It would have made it far too easy for Colin and Uncle Archie to find me and drag me back to London wouldn’t it,” she replied with a toss of her hair although she suddenly wouldn’t meet his eyes.

Dickon grunted in sudden understanding, “Mary, please tell me that you got Master Craven’s permission to join the VAD. Please, tell me you didn’t just run off and lie about your background in order to get in,” he begged, his anxiety over her defiant foolishness made him almost want to shake her.

Mary pulled herself roughly out of Dickon’s arms. “I am not proud of the fact that I am sure that I hurt Colin and Uncle Archie greatly and that they are worried about me, but I did what I thought was right. I know Uncle Archie loves me, but he also wants me to be a proper lady with a rich husband and all the security of wealth and the aristocracy. That’s not who I am Dickon!”

Mary exclaimed passionately, begging him with her eyes to understand her choice. “I want to help people. I want to know that I have done some good in the world. I will not be like my mother!” she cried out and then covered her face with her hands as she struggled to get her emotions back under control.

Dickon’s hands reached out automatically to take Mary back in his arms in her distress, but after a shaky breath he pulled them back and let them fall to his side. He had always admired her spirit and bravery, but right now he was still too overcome by her reckless decision to put himself in very real danger to offer her comfort. The full in their conversation allowed him to finally glance around them and remember that they were out in the open having a private and rather loud conversation that was most definitely attracting attention. The judging eyes he could feel on him combined with the stress of his feelings made him more outraged than he knew to be reasonable.

He regarded the small yard they were in and then grabbed her arm to lead her around the corner to a quieter and more secluded area. His anger and shock made his touch harsher than he meant it to be and Mary stumbled as she was dragged after him.

“Dickon?” Mary questioned in confusion, finally seeming to notice his inability to say anything.

The worry in her voice and the feel of her pulling further away to get a better look at him combined with the stress of his feelings made him more outraged than he knew to be reasonable.

Even though the sounds of battle were still fairly quiet and distant, to Dickon it felt as though he was back in the trenches. His blood pounded in his ears and he felt the too familiar sensation of
helplessness and hopelessness settle in his veins. He had to protect her... he had to make her see sense.

“Mary, you need to go home,” he told her firmly, trying to keep the rising panic at bay. “You can’t be here.”

Mary blinked up at Dickon, her own Dickon... she thought she might never see him again, but here he was, right in front of her... telling her she needed to leave. She took in his tired eyes and the new frown lines on his face and knew that she couldn’t leave him now, she needed to do everything she could to take care of him.

“No, Dickon,” she tried to stay calm as she refused his demand. “I won’t leave, especially now that I know you’re here. I can help here and I will be able to take care of you if I stay.”

“Mary, you cannot stay here,” Dickon exclaimed, he could feel his fraying nerves start to snap as he contemplated all the ways she was vulnerable here on the front. He needed her to be safe, had never realized before how much the idea that she was safe and protected at home had given him comfort. He would do whatever it took to keep her safe.

“Mary, you will go home,” he said more forcefully than he had ever spoken to her before. “Even if I have to reveal your deceit to your superiors to make it happen.”

Mary’s mouth dropped open in shock as she stared at Dickon incredulously. He was so stern, so far from his usual calm that she hardly recognized him. Mary didn’t think she’d ever seen Dickon so angry, the closest situation she could think of was when her, Dickon, and Colin had come across some boys from town tormenting a rather mangy looking dog as it tried to flee into the fields. The righteous anger Dickon had leveled at the boys had frightened them enough that they would likely never do it again. Feeling the same anger leveled at her, Mary had to admit that Dickon could be quite intimidating when upset, but it was simply not a part of her character to back down in the face of pressure.

“I will not leave!” she stated imperiously. “You do not control me Dickon. I have a job to do and I intend to do it.”

Mary’s obstinate anger collided with the sounds of battle in Dickon’s mind and he couldn’t clear his head enough to formulate a rational argument, all he could do was glare at her in frustrated rage and hold himself back from forcefully dragging her inside and demand her superiors send her home immediately.

“Is there a problem here?” a sharp voice interrupted them.

Both Dickon and Mary snapped their heads around to view the newcomer and saw that it was Michael, who had inadvertently brought about their reunion by asking about the moors. He was standing by the corner of the building, obviously unsure of his presence in their personal discussion, but worried enough about the angry tones he was hearing to want to be near if he needed to interfere.

Dickon, practically shaking in frustration and confused by the rage he was feeling, floundered in response and had to stop himself from snapping at the well-meaning man in fury. Mary seemed to collect herself more quickly. She stepped away from Dickon and took a deep breath to calm herself.

“Non,” she replied, gathering her Marie personal around her out of habit, uncertain as to how much Michael may have overheard. “Just a small disagreement between friends,” Marie insisted to Michael, but her voice trembled and she felt too raw emotionally to create a believable excuse for their obvious familiarity or their intense argument. “I have rounds I must return to... please excuse me,” she managed to get out before she fled back around the corner and into the hospital. Torn between wanting to plead with Dickon to keep her secret or voice her displeasure over his high-handed command that she return home, Mary decided that escaping back to her routine was the best option at this time. She needed to get her emotions under control before she confronted Dickon again, something she had every intention of doing. She had found him and she could help him... she would not allow him to push her away or have her sent back to England. As she climbed the stairs back to her ward for the day, Mary could only hope that Dickon was feeling as overwhelmed as she was and would not take any action on revealing her deception until they had talked again. Until then she would focus on her job as best as she could.

Dickon was left standing with a wary Michael after Mary had darted into the building. He knew he was too harsh with her, he hadn’t meant to be but he was so flustered over finding her here on the front with him, knowing how dangerous it was. He felt out of control, as if all the weeks in the trenches and on the front were pushing down on him at once and he could barely stand under the pressure any longer. Refusing to acknowledge Michael’s questioning look, Dickon turned away and strode off behind the hospital, desperately needing some space to get himself under control. He would look for Mary again once he felt calmer and he would find a way to make her see sense.
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Despite her best efforts, Mary was unable to focus on her work the rest of the day. Her thoughts constantly circled back to the unbelievable fact that she had actually found Dickon and then on to the disaster of their reunion. She understood that he was afraid for her, but how could he not understand that she was afraid for him too and that she didn’t want to leave him now that they were finally near each other again. Finally, around noon Mrs. Milner had called Marie into her office to check that she was feeling all right, as she had noticed Marie seemed distracted and short-tempered most of the morning. Unable to explain the true reason for her emotional state, Marie finally settled for telling Mrs. Milner that she was not feeling well and had gotten an unusual letter from home. She felt badly for the men she was caring for when Mrs. Milner sent her back to the nursing dormitories in order to rest up, but she knew she needed to finish her confrontation with Dickon before she could focus on her work. However, when she went looking for him in the recovery ward, she was told that he had disappeared outside the minute he had finished eating and was likely wandering around the base as he seemed upset before lunch.

Feeling anxious and frustrated, Mary walked back to the dorms and seeing that her dorm room was currently empty she let herself truly feel all the anguish she had been trying to repress all morning. Her tears were as much from temper as from her fear for Dickon, but she needed a release and once they started she was not able to stop them. Finally, she had cried herself into an exhausted sleep, tired enough to sleep through the return of many of the other girls to the dorm in the evening and the ever-present sounds of battle. Most of the other nurses were wrung out as well and they all were quiet as they settled down to attempt to sleep, but the not-so-distant sounds of guns and artillery made many of them too frightened to relax. As the evening wore on the sound of explosions drew closer and more of the young women were drawn from their beds to the narrow windows to watch the bursts of light in the darkness. The nurses’ aides were mostly younger working girls and the current group had not been on the front for very long. They were nervous and anxious whispered among themselves about whether they should be concerned as to how close the battle-sounded.

Mary, however, had been on the front line of the medical building for months and even in sleep she recognized that something was wrong. As a particularly loud round hit in the darkened forest, she snapped awake and rushed to the window. She watched the proximity of the lights for only a moment before turning back to the roomful of frightened girls. Their faces were full of terror and indecision, and Mary knew that although they were all older than her, no one of them seemed ready to take charge. She closed her eyes and quickly prayed for strength before making her decision.

“Everyone get dressed quickly!” she ordered. “Once dressed, head over to the hospital immediately. Either we will be expecting casualties or an order for evacuation.”

As one, the women moved to follow her instructions. In their time with Marie they had all come to see her as friendly, practical, and dependable, but at that moment there was something more. In her voice was the commanding tone of one used to being obeyed.

In a matter of minutes all of the aids were dressed and on their way out the door of the building. Even in that short time the battle from the lines had moved closer to them. Gunfire, mortar rounds, and screams could be heard only a short way outside of the camp. The women ran quickly toward the hospital, unsure of what was happening so near to their sanctuary.

The group was only a building away from the make-shift hospital when there was a horrible explosion from behind them. Screams and smoke filled the camp in awful intensity. Mary turned around to see that the old house that the nurses and aids had been using as a dorm was ripped in half and burning. All around her, Mary could see girls starting to cry and panic, but she was too focused to break down like many of the others. Her only thought was to get to the hospital… to get to Dickon.

She turned back and took off running again. Another few feet and Mary could see that the hospital was only a few dozen yards away when suddenly it was torn apart by a violent explosion.

Mary instinctively ducked as debris went flying past her and up in the air. After a moment she looked around and assessed the scene in front of her. A mortar round had hit the hospital at the opposite side of the building from where she was and so she was far enough away to not have been hit or hurt, but others would not have been so lucky. Blind panic surged through Mary as she realized that the hospital was burning.

“Dickon!” Mary gasped. She jumped up and raced toward the burning building only to be jerked to a stop a moment later. She whipped her head around and saw that Becky, who she had not even realized had been following her, holding onto her arm in a desperate grip. “Let go,” she demanded of her friend as she tried to pull her arm free.

“No, Marie, stop… it’s too dangerous.” Becky gasped trying to hold on to her panicked colleague.

“No!” Mary continued to struggle and screamed out the only thing that mattered to her right then… “Dickon!”

Dickon had walked for hours that day in an attempt to calm himself down. He didn’t taste the food he had for lunch, couldn’t even remember if he had eaten anything at all. He tried asking another of the aids if Marie was around that afternoon, only to be told that Marie hadn’t been feeling well and so had returned to the women’s dormitories to rest. He returned to his own ward and laid down on his cot, wanting only to ignore everyone around him until he could figure out what to say to Mary to make her go home to safety. His argument with Mary continued to torment him… he hadn’t meant to get so angry, it wasn’t like him at all. Well, it hadn’t been like him before this damn war.

He could admit to himself that thoughts of Mary had helped him stay strong through everything so far. He would think of their time together in the garden, would imagine going back there some day and seeing her again. Even while he was living in hell it helped to picture his golden Mary safe and happy at Misselthwaite. Of course, he now understood that it had all been an illusion, she was here in this hell as well. She could be hurt or even killed and she was certainly experiencing things that would change her forever and probably give her nightmares for years. He was furious.
with her for putting herself in danger. The thought of her in danger terrified him above all else. If anything happened to her he felt as if the sun would forever leave his life.

As he continued to think about the day, Dickon realized that fear for her and anger over her recklessness weren't the only reasons he had lashed out.

Jealousy.

There, he had admitted it, for the first time he could ever recall he felt jealous. He had long assumed Mary would marry some wealthy lord and that did not make him jealous. He was jealous of whoever she would eventually choose, but he was sadly resigned to the thought. He had not realized his own feelings for her until she was leaving for London and he had never seen any indication that she had romantic feelings for him, nor that such a thing would have even occurred to him when they were young. Even had the emotions been present, acknowledged and returned, he knew there was no possible way for them to be together. Mary was a lady, and Dickon was nothing but a poor, uneducated village boy; there was no future for them. Still, no matter who she would marry he knew they would always have the memories of their youth in the garden and that she would always be his golden angel.

And yet during their fight when she had tried to explain how she was helping the soldiers he could only remember the other men talking about Marie and what an angel she was. She was supposed to be his angel, but now the others were thinking of her that way as well. They were here with her, sharing experiences and jokes and probably falling in love with her just like Dickon had. Before he had been the only one to see this side of her: the willful, loving, and happy girl that existed when she was in the garden. Dickon remembered Mary complaining about the lady she had to be in society, elegant, demure, and proper. Knowing that he knew the real Mary was something that Dickon had always held on to after she had left for school. He had a feeling that the rich husband of his imagination would probably never know her as herself, as he did, and that had been a solace for him when he thought of losing her to some nameless lord.

Yet now, these soldiers knew the gentle, caring, true side of her as well. Perhaps they only knew her as the half-French Marie, but still they knew the real Mary that only Dickon and Colin had known before. Dickon dropped his head into his hands when he realized his frustration and jealousy had made him react so angrily to Mary. She had been so happy to see him, had thrown her arms around him and cried. But he had argued with her and had let his own emotional scarring from his time out here overwhelm him and allowed it to make him hurt the woman he loved. God, he didn't even feel like himself anymore.

"Oi, Sowerby," a friend of Dickon's named Thomas Reed called to him, shaking him from his remorse and self-recrimination. "This isn't looking good," and Thomas pointed out the small window to the nearby forest.

Dickon slowly got up from his bed, noticing that the artillery sounds were much closer than the last time he had paid attention. After months on the front he was so used to the near constant sound of mortar and gunfire that they had nearly become background noise to him. But now, as he saw the window, he really focused on the sounds. Yes, they were definitely closer. A quick look out the window confirmed that the camp was about to be in danger.

"All right lads, I think it's time we get movin," Dickon didn't think of himself as a leader, but he did trust his common sense enough to know that if the front lines were breaking down and the fight was getting closer then it was time to get out of a building that would certainly be a target.

"He's right boys," Thomas nodded, "Let's get movin."

"Wait."

Dickon looked over at a scared looking petite nurses aid. “You can’t just walk out. I mean, wouldn’t there be an evacuation order if we were really in danger?”

Mickey O’Donnell, an Irish lad Dickon had met in the trenches chuckled softly, “Waiting for those in charge to make a decision often costs people their lives darling.”

“Everyone who can walk, grab someone who can’t!” Dickon called out as he helped an older soldier near him to get up and start moving. He was anxious to get to Mary, but he instinctively knew they all had to get out of the building.

“Round up the other girls and get them out,” Thomas ordered the aid and after a short pause she ran off to obey.

As fast as they could, the mobile wounded gathered those that needed help and started to move them down the hall. They saw several nervous nurses as they went, but no one stopped them. Dickon was only a few feet from the outside door when he finally heard several doctors ordering the nurses to start evacuating the wounded. Behind him he heard Mickey chuckle, “ Took ‘em long enough to figure it out.”

Dickon could only nod in response, his thoughts were racing with plans to find Mary. Would the off duty aids have gotten an order to evacuate or were they still sleeping in their dormitory?

The group cleared the hospital and had gathered by a small out building to discuss what their next move should be. Dickon gently set down the soldier he had been helping and then took off towards the women’s housing area. He had to find Mary before the situation became absolute chaos.

"Aye, Sowerby, where do ya think you’re goin?"

Dickon looked behind him to see Thomas and Mickey following him. “There’s someone I need to find,” he answered as he kept moving.

Before either of them could reply, an artillery shell hit the hospital and all three men hit the ground. When he looked back up, Dickon cold see that almost half of the building was now burning wreckage. He knew that there was no way everyone had been evacuated before the blast. Dickon slowly got up from his bed, noticing that the artillery rounds were much closer than the last time he had paid attention. After months on the front he was so used to the near constant sound of mortar and gunfire that they had nearly become background noise to him. But now, as he saw the window, he really focused on the sounds. Yes, they were definitely closer. A quick look out the window confirmed that the camp was about to be in danger.

“Wait" Dickon didn’t think of himself as a leader, but he did trust his common sense enough to know that if the front lines were breaking down and the fight was getting closer then it was time to get out of a building that would certainly be a target.

"He’s right boys," Thomas nodded, "Let’s get movin."

"Wait."

Dickon looked over at a scared looking petite nurses aid. “You can’t just walk out. I mean, wouldn’t there be an evacuation order if we were really in danger?”

Mickey O’Donnell, an Irish lad Dickon had met in the trenches chuckled softly, “Waiting for those in charge to make a decision often costs people their lives darling.”

“Everyone who can walk, grab someone who can’t!” Dickon called out as he helped an older soldier near him to get up and start moving. He was anxious to get to Mary, but he instinctively knew they all had to get out of the building.

“Round up the other girls and get them out,” Thomas ordered the aid and after a short pause she ran off to obey.

As fast as they could, the mobile wounded gathered those that needed help and started to move them down the hall. They saw several nervous nurses as they went, but no one stopped them. Dickon was only a few feet from the outside door when he finally heard several doctors ordering the nurses to start evacuating the wounded. Behind him he heard Mickey chuckle, “ Took ‘em long enough to figure it out.”

Dickon could only nod in response, his thoughts were racing with plans to find Mary. Would the off duty aids have gotten an order to evacuate or were they still sleeping in their dormitory?

The group cleared the hospital and had gathered by a small out building to discuss what their next move should be. Dickon gently set down the soldier he had been helping and then took off towards the women’s housing area. He had to find Mary before the situation became absolute chaos.

“Aye, Sowerby, where do ya think you’re goin?”

Dickon looked behind him to see Thomas and Mickey following him. “There’s someone I need to find,” he answered as he kept moving.

Before either of them could reply, an artillery shell hit the hospital and all three men hit the ground. When he looked back up, Dickon cold see that almost half of the building was now burning wreckage. He knew that there was no way everyone had been evacuated before the blast. Heart racing, he took off running again only to make it around the corner and see the staff housing buildings already gutted and burning.

He froze in shock.

He couldn’t breathe, couldn’t think.

He didn’t know whether he wanted to collapse to his knees and cry or run into the fire in a desperate attempt to find Mary.

Before he could do either he heard an anguished cry off to his side.

“NO! Dickon!”

He swiftly scanned the area and spotted a familiar blonde head on the fringes of the crowd staring at the burning hospital. She appeared to be struggling with another girl and Dickon took off in a sprint towards them.

“No, let go,” Mary continued to scream at Becky as she fought to break the other girl’s grip. "I have to find him!" She wrenched her arm down and felt Becky’s hand slip for a moment, which
was all she needed to twist herself completely loose and turn to run to the hospital again. She hadn’t gotten more than two steps before she felt another hand grab her upper arm and jerk her to a stop. Mary had only a moment to register how much stronger this grip was before she heard a voice call to her.

“Mary, I’m here.”

She whipped her head around and saw that it was indeed Dickon holding her arm. She gasped and for the second time in a day she threw herself into his arms. “This is becoming quite a habit,” she thought to herself a bit hysterically.
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